Coral spawning response to alteration of sunset time. Colony number on the X axis refers to the individual clonal sample number. Squares indicate spawn time in a 2 h early sunset tank, circles indicate spawning by a sample in the 1 h early sunset tank, and a triangle indicates spawning by a coral in the control (normal sunset) tank. Three samples (3, 4, 6) spawned under two different sunset regimen, and one sample (5) spawned under all three regimen
The authors regret the inaccurate labeling of the Y-axis in Squares indicate spawn time in a 2 h early sunset tank, circles indicate spawning by a sample in the 1 h early sunset tank, and a triangle indicates spawning by a coral in the control (normal sunset) tank. Three samples (3, 4, 6) spawned under two different sunset regimen, and one sample (5) spawned under all three regimen
